
STAT 110 CHAPTER 1 SOLUTIONS

1.3. (a) The individuals are the cars.
(b) On each car, the following variables are measured:

• Vehicle type (compact/midsize/AWD) − categorical

• Transmission type (automatic/manual) − categorical

• Number of cylinders − quantitative

• City MPG − quantitative

• Highway MPG − quantitative

1.7. The poll measured whether or not someone is favor of the death penalty (Yes/No)−a
categorical variable. The likely targeted population is all American adults (aged 18 and over).
The sample is the 1005 adults contacted.

1.10. (a) The sociologist sampled five high schools from a large city. If these five schools
are representative of all high schools in the city, then the population would be all high school
students in this large city.
(b) The population is all former NFL players who are alive.
(c) If this is a local radio talk show, then the potential audience is limited (to only those who
can tune in to hear the show−I am assuming the show is not streamed online). In this case,
a reasonable answer is that the population consists of “all actively religious people who are
within the listening range of the broadcast.”

1.14. (a) The first study is an observational study because the researcher did not intervene.
She simply recorded the LDL for individuals who eat oatmeal regularly and for those who did
not. The second study is an experiment because the researcher actively intervened−she her-
self assigned adults to the oatmeal diet or to their usual diet.
(b) An experiment gives better information than an observational study. In an observational
study, all we do is observe. People who eat oatmeal (in an observational study) may be just nat-
urally be healthier. If this is true, one might expect these individuals to have lower LDL values
to begin with (in this case, overall health and the effect of oatmeal are confounded). A de-
signed experiment will include groups of individuals of all types of health (good/average/bad).
The effects of overall health will be the same for the two groups on average, so this will ensure
a fairer comparison between the oatmeal diet and the usual diet.

1.17. (a) Observational study (but not a sample survey). We could simply just observe the
game statistics for home games and those for away games and compare them.
(b) Sample survey. We could select a sample of students and ask them about their satisfaction
level.
(c) Experiment. We could actively assign certain individuals to take the course with easy
access to audio recordings. A second group of individuals could have no access. We could then
compare the final scores between the two groups.
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